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Final Survey Results 

The Foundry-Flexible Performance Space  

August 20, 2018 

 

 

Executive Summary: Fifty-seven individuals from many different organizations responded to the survey. 
Dance and education organizations are most interested in using the flexible performance space at the 
Foundry. They identified their needs as 100-200 seats/2,000 sq. ft. or less with a multitude of backstage 
supports, staffing, and other amenities needed. Organizations would rent the space for producing original 
amateur productions two to three times a year and over several consecutive days a week. Thirty-nine 
respondents indicated their likelihood of renting the space at various rates. 97% would consider renting if 
“free,” while 42% to 53% would not consider renting at any of the rates presented. Of those who would 
consider renting, 11 repondents would rent at $150/hour, 12 respondents would rent at $480/half-day, 8 
respondents would rent for $750/day, and 4 respondents would rent for $3,000/week. The synergistic 
collaborations within the Foundry were perceived as being greatest in four areas – community room, gallery, 
workshop/maker space, and kitchen. 

 

Background: A joint survey was conducted by the Lemelson-MIT Program and the Cambridge 
Redevelopment Authority within the greater arts community expressing interest in the Foundry and its 
performance space. The online survey was sent to 90 people in mid-June by LMIT (65) and CRA (25). 
Recipients of the survey link were asked to offer their input and were encouraged to share the link with 
other people in their network interested in the arts at the Foundry. A reminder to submit input was sent on 
6/29/18 and the survey was then closed on 7/3/18. The survey was reopened at the request of CRA on 
7/16/18 and closed once again on 8/6/18.  

 

Objectives: 

• Identify uses/users of the planned flexible performance space 
• Quantify physical size and seats required by uses/users of the planned flexible performance space 
• Explore rental options for the planned flexible performance space 

 

Respondents: 57 people responded to the survey from organizations in 22 zip codes. 37% of respondents 
listed non-standard Cambridge zip codes while 28% checked 02139 and 20% checked 02138 zip codes 
respectively. Respondents named 43 organization affiliations; various respondents affiliated with  
Cambridge Public Schools were counted as one organization. The organizations are listed on Attachment 
1. 
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Respondents’ category of arts, culture and humanities where their organization operates: Predominantly, 
people affiliated with dance (51%), performing arts (general) (42%), arts education (31%), and theater 
(29%) responded to the survey. A bar chart of all category responses is included on Attachment 2. 

 

Over half of the respondents represented themselves as individual artists and 38% represented a non-profit 
arts organization. Almost one-third of the respondents identified themselves as residents of Cambridge. 
The ages of the respondents ranged from 25-74 with the largest number of respondents (31%) in the 25-
34 age range. 

 

Flexible Performance Space Usage and requirements: Not surprisingly given the organizational affiliation 
of the respondents, most people perceived their greatest use of the space for rehearsals (66%) and dance 
(51%) followed by classes and/or workshops (49%), events and/or fundraisers (41%), and theater (41%). 
A bar chart of all usage responses is included in Attachment 3. 

 

Seating requirements: The number of seats in the flexible performance space was identified as 200 and 
under.  

151-200 seats   33% 

101-150 seats   23%  

100 seats   33% 

  

 

Square footage requirements: The need for square footage of performance space as indicated by 78% of 
the respondents was 2,000 sq. ft. or less. Categories of square footage included: 

1,501-2,000 sq. ft  30% 

1,001-1,500 sq. ft  22% 

Less than 1,000 sq. ft.  30% 

 

Backstage supports: Respondents indicated that they needed many backstage supports. Private 
bathrooms for performers (75%), changing spaces (68%), blackout curtains (65%), green room (63%), and 
box office (55%) lead the list. All supports are listed in bar chart form on Attachment 4. 

 

Staffing supports: Staffing support needs included technical specialist/director (52%) and front of house 
and box office (49%). Informative other comments included: 
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• We could bring in any of these but it would be AMAZING if they were on staff at the Foundry and 
familiar with the space. It would be a HUGE boon. 

• We need some at the venue who can give us technical details (e.g. amount of power that can be 
pulled, hanging grid max capacity, etc.) 

• We can -- and have -- provided all of those (and more) at various times. None are essential for 
the venue to provide but all are a bonus if they are provided. It'd also be great to have marketing 
support personnel. 

• This is hard to answer, depending on the complexity of production: more involved production, 
more staff... 

• Onsite staff person from the building. 
• all of this would be great but we could live without it 
• protection of artworks from theft or damage 

 

Amenities were considerable and varied with sound sources most needed (79%).These responses are 
included in Attachment 5. Other informative comments included: 

• The above indicate what we MUST have. It would also be GREAT to have the closed captioning, 
sprung floor, scene shop, and on site projection capabilities. 

• For rehearsals we'd like to have some tables and chairs that exists at the venue so that we don't 
have to deliver folding tables. 

• Performance space should be shielded from view of passersby/non-audience members. A space 
that allows for some flexible seating is much preferred. Most importantly: stage must be raised to 
allow for decent sightlines! 

• Rep plot with capacity to change as needed for shows. Moving lights highly advantageous. Good 
sound reinforcement; wireless microphones for musicals, etc. 

• jumped the gun above- raked seating so all audience can see the full stage space- this often 
means distance from the foot of stage to the first row of at least 8 - 12 feet.  

 

Almost 50% of the respondents checked that they would rent the space for producing original amateur 
productions while 26% would rent the space for professional productions. Seventy-one per cent of the 
respondents checked that they would rent the space two to three times a year with less than 20% checking 
that they would rent the space four to six times a year. The duration of the uses (show/event) of the flexible 
performance space including practice, set-up, performance, and strike time was thought to be several 
consecutive days in a week (37%). 

 

Thirty-nine respondents considered rental fees at different rates and durations. The responses ranged 
between 41% to 53% of the organizations not interested in renting at any of the rates. Rentals at $150/hour 
(31%) and $480/half day (35%) were the most selected fees and durations of those who would consider 
renting. Respondents who selected “might or might not consider renting” at the various rates and durations 
need to be followed up with to understand their neutrality. The response matrix is found on Attachment 6. 
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Collaboration in the Foundry: The three top spaces for perceived collaboration included the community 
room (33%), gallery (23%), workshop space (20%), and kitchen (17%). A sample from the responses to 
interactions with other spaces in the Foundry included: 

• Workshop/Maker Space, Gallery 
• Could be any... 
• Large Community room, workshop space, maybe the cafe. 
• workshop place, large community room, kitchen, Gallery 
• Workshop/maker space Class/multi-purpose rooms Gallery (possibly) 
• Cafe -- we could plug special drinks if there's a bar. We might rent the maker space for a crafting 

workshop, or the classrooms for private dance classes, bachelorette parties, and routine 
development sessions. 

• -large community room -a classroom dedicated for dance/sprung floor -workshop/maker space for 
set design 

 

Additional, open-ended comments are insightful. While there were not many, the eight offered should be 
heard. Several of these responses include some aspect of cost. 

• The greater Boston area is in desperate need of more affordable performance and arts space. 
The rates you're floating aren't that. 

• Stage dimensions should be big enough for dance. Minimum 30'X30' thanks! 
• Jean Appolon Expressions is very excited to continue conversation about a more flexible/atrium-

like performance space, as opposed to a traditional black box theater. 
• work/study, volunteer/barter opportunities are important. 
• Producing dance is very expensive. The space rental and lighting designer is a third of the cost. 

Having a 200 seat theater allows for enough economies of scale to put break even in reach. Also, 
having a simple, responsive and clear mechanism to rent space is critical. Too many 
organizations make the process of reserving space too haphazard which reduces the impact of 
marketing and increases the performance risk.  

• Here is a list of spaces that personally inspire: 
https://airtable.com/tbl76ZrGf2O6lenbs/viwlxHt1BcDd0UEi7 I will be submitting an recurring 
proposal under separate cover. 

• Your pricing is not set for local theatre companies. 
• While St. Leonard's Choral Society is based in the North End, the location is only a few minutes 

on the Green Line. There are residents from East Cambridge involved and the cross over and 
affiliation with the Polish Choir should be of special interest to those at the Foundry because of 
the unique history of the Foundry with the Polish women from the neighborhood. 
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Attachment 1 

What is the name of your organization? 

 

1. American Repertory Theater 
2. Benkadi Drum & Dance  
3. Boston Circus Guild, Inc. 
4. Boston Moving Arts Productions 
5. Bridge Repertory 
6. Cambridge Artist Coalition 
7. Cambridge Public Schools, CRLS 
8. Centastage 
9. CORO-DANTE 
10. Cultural Fabric 
11. Dance Currents Inc. 
12. Dances by Isadora Boston 
13. DanceVisions, Inc. 
14. Design for Theater and Dance 
15. East Cambridge Planning team 
16. Formlabs 
17. Haggerty School 
18. Hub Theatre Company of Boston 
19. Impulse Dance Co.. 
20. Jean Appolon Expressions 
21. Jose mateo ballet theatre 
22. Just-A-Start Corporation 
23. Ken Pierce Baroque Dance Company 
24. KRAUS AND... 
25. Liars & Believers 
26. Lily pad 
27. Linda Balliro 
28. Lynn Modell/Making Dances 
29. Massachusetts Stage Productions 
30. Midday Movement Series 
31. Multicultural Arts Center 
32. Olin College 
33. PILC - Pirandello Italian Language Center 
34. Practice Space Design Studio  
35. Reject Dance Theatre 
36. Rogue Burlesque 
37. Selmadanse 
38. St. Leonard's Choral Society 
39. The Boston BeauTease 
40. The Dance Complex 
41. Titanic Theatre Company 
42. Vimoksha/chavi bansal  
43. Weber Dance, Brickbottom Artists Association, Broad Institute 
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Attachment 2 

Category of Organization 
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Attachment 3 

Usage 
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Attachment 4 

Backstage Supports 
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Attachment 5 

Other Amenities 
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Attachment 6 

Rental Rates 

 

 

 

 

  


